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Abstract

Protocol optimization of the filter exchange imaging
(FEXI) sequence and implications on group sizes, a
test-retest study
Björn Lampinen

Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is a branch within the field of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) that relies on the diffusion of water molecules for its contrast. Its
clinical applications include the early diagnosis of ischemic stroke and mapping of the
nerve tracts of the brain. The recent development of filter exchange imaging (FEXI)
and the introduction of the apparent exchange rate (AXR) present a new DWI based
technique that uses the exchange of water between compartments as contrast. FEXI
could offer new clinical possibilities in diagnosis, differentiation and treatment
follow-up of conditions involving edema or altered membrane permeability, such as
tumors, cerebral edema, multiple sclerosis and stroke.

Necessary steps in determining the potential of AXR as a new biomarker include
running comparative studies between controls and different patient groups, looking
for conditions showing large AXR-changes. However, before designing such studies,
the experimental protocol of FEXI should be optimized to minimize the experimental
variance. Such optimization would improve the data quality, shorten the scan time and
keep the required study group sizes smaller. 

Here, optimization was done using an active imaging approach and the Cramer-Rao
lower bound (CRLB) of Fisher information theory. Three optimal protocols were
obtained, each specialized at different tissue types, and the CRLB method was verified
by bootstrapping. A test-retest study of 18 volunteers was conducted in order to
investigate the reproducibility of the AXR as measured by one of the protocols,
adapted for the scanner. Group sizes required were calculated based on both CRLB
and the variability of the test-retest data, as well as choices in data analysis such as
region of interest (ROI) size.

The result of this study is new protocols offering a reduction in coefficient of variation
(CV) of around 30%, as compared to previously presented protocols. Calculations of
group sizes required showed that they can be used to decide whether any patient
group, in a given brain region, has large alterations of AXR using as few as four
individuals per group, on average, while still keeping the scan time below 15 minutes.
The test-retest study showed a larger than expected variability however, and
uncovered artifact like changes in AXR between measurements. Reproducibility of
AXR values ranged from modest to acceptable, depending on the brain region. Group
size estimations based on the collected data showed that it is still possible to detect
AXR difference larger than 50% in most brain regions using fewer than ten individuals.

Limitations of this study include an imprecise knowledge of model priors and a
possibly suboptimal modeling of the bias caused by weak signals. Future studies on
FEXI methodology could improve the method further by addressing these matters
and possibly also the unknown source of variability. For minimal variability,
comparative studies of AXR in patient groups could use a protocol among those
presented here, while choosing large ROI sizes and calculating the AXR based on
averaged signals.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning på svenska 

 

Magnetisk resonanstomografi, MR, är en bildteknik inom medicin för att skapa bilder av kroppens inre 

organ. En gren av dess grenar är diffusionsviktad MR, DWI, som använder skillnader i 

vattenmolekylernas slumpmässiga diffusionsrörelser för att skapa kontrasten i bilder. DWI används 

sedan länge kliniskt för dess förmåga att tidigt diagnosticera stroke och kan även ta fram 3D-bilder av 

hjärnans nervstruktur. FEXI är en nyligen utvecklad teknik som använder DWI för att mäta utbyte av 

vattenmolekyler mellan olika utrymmen. Dess parameter AXR skulle därför kunna användas till att 

bedöma genomsläppligheten hos cellmembran, en egenskap som misstänks påverkad i flera sjukliga 

tillstånd av hjärnan, såsom hjärntumörer, hjärnödem, multipel skleros och stroke. FEXI väntas därför 

kunna ha möjlig klinisk användning för att diagnosticera, skilja mellan och följa upp behandlingen av 

dessa tillstånd. Ett av stegen mot att finna den kliniska potentialen hos AXR är att genomföra 

jämförande studier för att hitta de tillstånd där dess värde är starkt påverkat. När man planerar sådana 

studier är det viktigt att vara säker på att metoden är välinställd och samlar in data så effektivt som 

möjligt. Det statistiskt sett nödvändiga antal patienter som behöver undersökas i varje grupp påverkas 

nämligen av hur bruskänslig metoden är. Optimering av inställningarna av FEXI-undersökningen, det 

såkallade protokollet, för minsta möjliga bruskänslighet är ett av syftena med det här arbetet. Det 

andra syftet är att genomföra en testserie med ett optimerat protokoll.  

 

Strategin för optimeringen gick ut på att studera den modell FEXI har för den insamlade signalen 

tillsammans med en modell för det systemiska bruset. Fishers informationsmatris är ett matematiskt 

verktyg inom statistik som via dessa modeller kan uppskatta brusets påverkan på en mätparameter, i 

detta fall AXR, i form av spridning. En sådan skattning minimerades här matematiskt för att ta fram 

tre optimala protokoll, specialiserade för olika vävnader. Ett av dessa protokoll användes sedan i en 

undersökningsserie om 18 frivilliga, där varje person undersöktes två gånger. Detta för att se hur väl 

protokollet fungerar och hur stabila de uppmätta AXR-värdena är mellan mätningar. Baserat på 

samma protokoll gjordes även statistiska beräkningar, teoretiska samt baserade på insamlade data, av 

hur stora grupper man behöver i jämförande AXR-studier. Bland de saker som togs i beaktande i dessa 

beräkningar var storleken av de regioner man ville studera samt hur stor del av hjärnan som togs med i 

undersökningen. 

 

Som resultat av optimeringen erhölls protokoll med klar reduktion av bruskänsligheten. Beräkningar 

av de gruppstorlekar som skulle krävas i jämförande studier fann att så få som fyra personer kunde 

vara tillräckligt för att påvisa en stor skillnad i AXR, trots att undersökningstiden hölls under 15 

minuter. Undersökningsserien visade emellertid en större spridning i insamlad data än väntat, och 

möjligheten att reproducera AXR-värden varierade mellan svag och acceptabel. Rent visuella 

jämförelser av de erhållna bilderna visar tydliga skiftningar i AXR inom vissa områden som inte ser ut 

att härstamma från systemiskt brus. Trots dessa problem visade dock gruppstorleksberäkningar 

baserade på de nya data att AXR-skillnader på över 50% bör kunna upptäckas i de flesta regioner av 

hjärnan mellan grupper om färre än tio personer. Begränsande faktorer i den här studien är bland annat 

en ofullständig kunskap om värden på många av de modellparametrar som behövs för beräkningarna 

samt brister i hanteringen av svaga signaler. Framtida arbete skulle möjligen kunna hitta ännu bättre 

protokoll med detta i åtanke. Identifiering och möjligen även korrigering av den okända källan till den 

observerade spridningen i data vore också en förbättring. Studier med avsikt att jämföra AXR mellan 

grupper rekommenderas att använda något av de protokoll som tagits fram här. För att få så lite 

spridning som möjligt i data kan stora regioner väljas utifrån vilka AXR beräknas på en medelsignal. 



Abbreviations 
 

ADC Apparent diffusion coefficient  

AQP Aquaporin 

AXR Apparent exchange rate 

BBB  Blood-brain barrier 

CRLB Cramer-Rao lower bound  

CSF Cerebrospinal fluid 

CV Coefficient of Variation 

DWI Diffusion-weighted imaging 

DTI Diffusion tensor imaging 

ECF Extracellular fluid 

EPI Echo-planar imaging 

FA Fractional anisotropy 

FEXI Filter exchange imaging 

FI Fisher information 

ICF Intracellular fluid 

MD Mean diffusivity 

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging 

RF Radio frequency 

ROI Region of interest 

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 

T Tumor 

TE Echo time 

TS Scan time 

TR Repetition time 

WM White matter 

 

Anatomical structures and terms 

acr anterior corona radiate 

alic  anterior limb of internal capsule 

cc corpus callosum 

cst corticospinal tract 

dx dexter/right 

ln lentiform nucleus 

sin sinister/left 

spl splenium 

thal thalamus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Symbols 

 

General 

B0 The static magnetic field 

M Magnetization vector 

δ Duration of a diffusion-encoding gradients 

∆ Time between onset of paired gradients in a DWI experiment 

T1 Time constant for T1 relaxation 

T2 Time constant for T2 relaxation 

 

Experimental settings  

e Tunable experimental protocol 

tm Mixing time 

b Diffusion encoding strength 

g(∙) Part of measurements made using low value of tm, b or with no filter 

tm Mixing time 

ηEPI Duration of EPI readout 

#tm The number of repetitions of each mixing time 

nslices The number of slices examined 

Vvoxel Voxel volume 

RS ROI size 

 

Model parameters 

m Estimated model parameters 

η Exchange time  

Di ADC of water component i 

fi  Signal fraction of water component i 

ζ Filter efficiency in the FEXI experiment 

 

Statistical symbols 

μ True mean 

   Estimated mean 

∆μ Difference in true means between two groups  

ζ
2
  True variance 

s
2
 Estimated variance 

α Significance level 

π Power 

n Group size 
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1  Introduction 

  

In this chapter, some basics of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are covered, as well as the technical 

underpinnings of the technique of diffusion weighted imaging (DWI). The purpose of this work is 

centered on a DWI technique called filtered exchange imaging (FEXI), which is also presented here. 

 

1.1   Magnetic resonance imaging 

 

Magnetic resonance imaging, or MRI, is based on creating image signals by manipulating the 

magnetic moments of protons in the human body (1). Since the moments are randomly oriented, with a 

spherical spatial distribution, their net magnetic field contribution is zero. When a subject is placed in 

the strong static magnetic field B0 inside the MRI camera, the magnetic moments gain a slight 

tendency to align parallel to it. The distribution becomes denser in the direction of B0, resulting in a 

small net magnetization M, which is the source of the MRI signal. However, the value of M is only 

registered when it has a component perpendicular to B0. Reorienting the magnetization is achieved by 

using radio frequency (RF) pulses. Twisting the magnetization 90° is called excitation, and is done 

with a so called 90° pulse. This creates a MRI signal S readable by electromagnetic induction (2). 

The excited magnetization starts diminishing immediately after excitation through a process called 

relaxation. T2 relaxation refers to the direct exponential decay of the excited magnetization, with time 

constant T2, while T1 relaxation is the returning of magnetization parallel to the field (1). To 

understand T2 relaxation, the concept of phase dispersion is useful. When placed in a magnetic field, 

the magnetic moments will not only tend to align with it but will also precess around it with an angular 

velocity called the Larmor frequency, given in radians per second by ω = γB0, where γ is the 

gyromagnetic ratio for protons and B0 is the strength in tesla of the constant field B0 (2). The MRI 

signal at any time is the sum of the contributions from all excited magnetization in the subject. 

However, local contributions will quickly start to precess out of phase with each other, accumulating 

phase dispersion, which weakens the signal. Some of the dispersion is irreversible due to molecular 

interactions, while some of it is due to local imperfections of the static field. Placing an RF pulse tuned 

to turn the magnetization 180° symmetrically between excitation and readout will effectively reverse 

the amount of phase gained and thus null the phase dispersion caused by such imperfections at some 

time after the 180° pulse. This produces a strong signal called the “echo” at readout time, or echo time 

(TE) (3). This is important since it maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and thus minimizes the 

impact on the data of intrinsic system noise.  

MRI is a technique that not only offers soft-tissue contrast that is superior to any other imaging 

modality; it also has a very wide range of other applications, mostly owing to the many contrast 

options available. Contrast in an MRI image arises from different types of “weighting”, which uses 

variation in tissue structure or dynamics to produce varying amounts of signal attenuation over a 

studied organ. Common types of weighting include T1- and T2-weighting, which both make use of the 

dependency of relaxation rate on tissue composition (4). Other bases for weighting include differences 

in oxygenation, which is the foundation of functional MRI (4); magnetic susceptibility, which has high 

sensitivity for different types and states of iron based blood products (5); degree of tissue perfusion, 

which can be used to determine tissue at risk during cerebral ischemic events (6); and diffusion, which 

is the topic of the next section. 

 



1.2   Diffusion MRI 

  

In diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), the diffusion of water molecules is the base for contrast. Clever 

application of magnetic field gradients causes a signal attenuation that is greater for faster diffusion 

rates (7). The effect of a magnetic field gradient can be inferred from its name, which is to change the 

strength of the static magnetic field gradually along the direction of application. When applied for 

some time and then turned off, it causes a corresponding gradient of accumulated phase gain or lag. In 

DWI, two such gradients of equal strength and duration are applied with a reversing 180° pulse in 

between them, which causes them to have opposite effects on phase for each position and essentially 

cancel out. The moments of ensembles of protons moving with equal velocity will experience the 

same net phase shift, being zero if they are at rest, which causes no attenuation. In the case of protons 

and their magnetic moments diffusing along the gradients however, their displacements and thus 

changes in phase will be random with respect to each other. The result is phase dispersion and 

corresponding signal attenuation dependent on the local diffusivity in each voxel (4, 7). The signal 

attenuation in a DWI experiment is most simply modeled by the so called Stejskal-Tanner equation in 

one dimension: S(b) = S0e
-bD

, where S0 is the signal acquired without the gradients, D is the diffusion 

coefficient and b is the degree of diffusion encoding (7). By performing DWI using more than one b-

value, and obtaining a so called signal-versus-b curve, the diffusion coefficient can be calculated. In 

tissue, where interaction between the cell composition and the experimental settings influence the 

apparent rate of water diffusion, the value of D obtained is called the apparent diffusion coefficient 

(ADC) (3). Figure 1.1 shows the most basic DWI sequence, also called the Stejskal-Tanner sequence 

or PGSE, which stands for pulsed-gradient spin-echo. It has the two diffusion encoding gradients 

separated by a 180° pulse and followed by readout. In DWI, a fast method called echo planar imaging 

(EPI) is most often used. Here, g is the strength in tesla/m of the gradients, δ is their duration and ∆ is 

the time between the onsets. 

 

There are many possible extensions to the relatively simple Stejskal-Tanner equation that can be made 

to reflect the complexity of living tissue. Each voxel will receive contribution from water molecules 

inside cellular structures of varying sizes and orientations as well as in extracellular space (4, 7). 

Different premises for diffusion in different water compartments and even within a single 

compartment, exchange of water between compartments and directional dependence of diffusivity 

(anisotropy) are only some of the considerations. The diffusion anisotropy in particular is addressed in 

most DWI experiments, based on a technique called diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Here, ADC is 

measured over at least six independent directions to obtain the full diffusion tensor (D), giving D in 

the Stejskal-Tanner equation by n
T
Dn, where n is some direction of measurement (7, 8). The cause for 

the anisotropy is that diffusion occurs more easily in directions with fewer obstacles. Diffusion in an 

environment without obstacles is called free diffusion, which in the brain is most closely approximated 

in the ventricular system. In brain parenchyma, cells and axons are tightly packed, leaving an 

extracellular volume of approximately 15-20%. Since water does not move unimpeded across the 

hydrophobic cell membrane interiors, extracellular diffusion occurs along bent and curved paths, with 

an apparent diffusion coefficient reduced to D/λ
2
, where λ is a parameter called the tortuosity (9). The 

mictrostructural anisotropy is most readily observed in white matter, with its tube-like axons. Here, 

both extracellular and intracellular water diffuses faster parallel than perpendicular to the axons. In the 

intraaxonal space water can diffuse almost freely in the direction of the axon, but is restricted by 

membranes in the other directions (9-11). The membrane restriction should manifest as an observed 

intracellular ADC that tends to zero as the diffusion time increases, but this has yet to be observed in 

vivo (4, 12). Membrane permeability should also play a role in the restriction (13), and has been 

related to the degree of myelinisation (14).  



The clinical usefulness of DWI was recognized in the early nineties when it was shown that the ADC 

decreases very significantly within minutes in cerebral infarctions, still providing the most rapid 

means for detection available (15). In the same period, the DTI model was developed which provides 

parameters such as the mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) (7, 8). FA is a measure 

of the degree and direction of anisotropy within a voxel, which correlates very strongly with the 

presence of axons in that voxel. Consequently, FA maps give excellent white matter contrast, and 

computational techniques called tractography have been developed that create 3D models of the white 

matter of the brain (8). The high white matter sensitivity of DTI is demonstrated in its capability of 

differentiating between conditions within the Parkinson-plus syndrome based on atrophy pattern (16). 

These are only some of the applications available for DWI, and techniques addressing other aspects of 

tissue complexity such as intra-extracellular water exchange should promise future applications (17, 

18). 

 

1.3   Filter exchange imaging 

 

DWI experiments using high b-values have revealed that the signal decay is better modeled using 

multiexponential functions than with the simpler monoexponential Stejskal-Tanner equation. Two 

fractions of diffusing water with a lower and a higher diffusion coefficient respectively seem to 

contribute to the signal (19). Also, exchange between the two fractions has been shown to influence 

DWI experiments (12). The biophysical basis for the slow fraction has been suggested to be 

intracellular water, which is not only kept in by the outer membrane but also moves in an environment 

dense with macromolecules and lipid membranes (4, 20, 21). Possible contributors to the fast fraction 

are extracellular water, water in fast exchange with the extracellular space, as well as intra-axonal 

water diffusing along the axon (11, 19). In line with these interpretations, exchange of water between 

the fast and slow fractions should then be at least partly related to intra-extracellular exchange. A 

technique for quantification of this exchange could therefore be clinically useful for diagnosis, 

differentiation, and treatment follow-up of conditions involving altered membrane permeability. 

Pathologies such as stroke, tumors and infections all commonly involve edema (22, 23), and are thus 

possible candidates. 

Experiments using an ordinary DWI sequence as described above can give some insight into exchange 

by studying how signal-versus-b curves are affected when the diffusion time is varied and fitting to an 

extended signal model involving exchange rate (12). A more specific technique for approximation of 

this exchange rate, based on double diffusion encoding, was developed in 2002 by Callaghan and Furó 

(24). Their technique was improved to be more efficient by Åslund et al in 2009 and again by Lasic et 

al in 2011 (18, 25). The filtered exchange imaging (FEXI) by Lasic et al is designed to be fast and 

well suited to clinical conditions. FEXI also moves away from the inverse problem of fitting the signal 

to a biophysical model and instead introduces the new phenomenological apparent exchange rate 

(AXR) parameter for exchange quantification. The technique has been demonstrated to be feasible for 

imaging of in-vivo human subjects and the FEXI signal model has been verified to describe the data 

obtained well. (17, 18). However, the experimental settings, or protocol, for the method has yet to be 

optimized with regard to variability. Obtaining an optimal experimental protocol will not only ensure 

that the best data is collected, but also reduce the group sizes required for comparative studies of AXR 

investigating its potential as a new biomarker. 

 

 



1.4   Purpose  

 

The purpose of this work is threefold. First, produce an optimal FEXI protocol, where the variance 

resulting from propagation of systemic noise is minimized. Second, adapt the protocol so that it can be 

run on an MRI scanner and verify its ability to obtain reproducible results on in vivo human subjects. 

Third, estimate group sizes required for future FEXI studies aiming at comparing AXR means 

between groups. 

 

 

2 Background on brain water mobility 

 
The imaging technique of FEXI as well as DWI in general is based on the movement of water 

molecules. In FEXI, compartmental water exchange in the brain is of particular importance. This 

chapter is intended to serve as a short physiological background on the premises for movement of 

brain water. This might be helpful for the discussion of possible future applications of FEXI and also 

provide some basis for interpretation of results. 

 

2.1   Water compartments of the brain 

 

The human brain consists of approximately 80% water, residing primarily in four fluid compartments: 

extracellular fluid (ECF), inctracellular fluid (ICF), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and blood (26). Water is 

in constant movement not only inside but also between these compartments, and the premises for 

water exchange is decided by the interfaces separating them. The blood brain barrier (BBB) is a tightly 

coupled capillary endothelium which separates blood from ECF, which is in turn separated from ICF 

by cellular membranes (23). ECF is divided from both CSF and blood by a structure called the glia 

limitans, which is made of a continuous, connected sheet of membranouos processes, called end feet, 

of astrocytic glial cells. Passage of water between cells of the BBB and likely also the glia limitans is 

highly restricted by tight junctions connecting the cells (23, 26, 27). Therefore, exchange of water 

between brain water compartments mainly happens across cellular membranes. This transmembranal 

passage can occur along two main paths, either directly over the lipid bilayer, which happens in every 

cell, or through so called aquaporins. They are a family of transmembrane proteins whose presence in 

a cellular membrane greatly increases its permeability to water, which is normally somewhat limited 

due to the hydrophobic core of the membrane. Three aquaporin types have been found in the brain: 

AQP1 which is present in the CSF secreting cells of the choroid plexus; AQP4 which is expressed by 

all astrocytes, but is highly concentrated at the end feet of the glia limitans; and AQP9 which is still 

poorly investigated (22, 28). The principal aquaporin of the brain is the astrocytic AQP4 whose 

presence in the glia limitans provides the main conduit for water transport in and out of the brain (27). 

The importance of AQP4 for brain water mobility is well illustrated in the observation of an almost 

50% reduction of ADC in response to blockage of its expression (29). 

 

2.2   Self-diffusion and flow 

 

Water movement in the brain can be described as either self-diffusion or flow. Self-diffusion is the 

spontaneous thermally driven random molecular motion, called Brownian motion (7). It happens 

everywhere at all times and in all directions. Flow here refers to situations where there is a net 

transport of water in some direction. It is almost always caused by gradients of pressure and/or 

osmotic concentration (23). Osmotic gradients result from varying water concentrations, and when 



they occur across the semi permeable cellular membranes they are quickly compensated for by water 

exchange in a process called osmosis. The compensatory flow can be slow following a slow 

osmolality change, or fast if the change is more rapid. Such osmotic flows are also utilized by ion 

pumps in cells providing cell volume regulation (30). An example of rapid inflow into cells is the 

around 30% shrinkage of the extracellular space close to highly active axons. The effect might be due 

to an AQP4 mediated osmotic flow of ECF water into astrocytes following their active uptake of 

excess extracellular potassium (31). The role of hydrostatic pressure gradients is not as important for 

intra-extracellular flow, since they cannot normally be sustained across the non-rigid cellular 

membrane (30). Such gradients are nevertheless responsible for the flow of water in blood vessels and 

ventricular system. It is also one of the driving forces for capillary exchange between blood and ECF 

(23). Furthermore, it has been shown that the brain, which lacks a lymphatic system, maintains a slow 

pressure driven flow exchange between the CSF and the ECF. Driven by arterial pulsations, CSF 

water follows the arteries as they pass through the subarachnoid CSF and into brain parenchyma. It 

flows in a compartment called the perivascular space which is continuous with the CSF compartment, 

and enters the ECF through the AQP4 of the glia limitans. The water continues downstream across the 

parenchyma to the perivascular spaces associated with the veins, from which it either returns to 

subarachnoid CSF or goes to the cervical lymphatics, bringing wastes such as excess proteins with it 

(27). 

 

2.3   Water mobility and brain pathology 

 

Disturbance in normal water movement is a feature of many pathological conditions of the brain such 

as stroke, tumors, inflammation and even perhaps Alzheimer's disease (22, 23, 27, 28). In particular, 

accumulation of excess water, called cerebral edema, has important clinical consequences as it can 

raise the intracranial pressure, reducing and potentially threatening the brain circulation. The edema is 

traditionally classified as either vasogenic or cytotixic, depending on the central edema 

patophysiological mechanism (23). In vasogenic edema, the BBB is damaged and there is leakage of 

the tight junctions causing increased permeability and extra movement of water into the parenchyma 

(23, 28). Conditions involving vasogenic edema include brain trauma, tumors and cerebral infections 

(22, 28). Cytotoxic edema on the other hand is characterized by excess water accumulation through 

cell swelling and with an intact BBB. Cells swell when there is a decrease in ECF osmolality, such as 

in water intoxication or hyponatremia (30), or an increase in ICF osmolality, such as in ischemia 

where the lack of oxygen leads to failing ion pumps (32). The aquaporin AQP4 appears to play 

important but reversed roles in both types of edema. In vasogenic edema, it facilitates removal of the 

excess water out of the parenchyma, but in cytotoxic edema, where the BBB is intact, it is the main 

conduit for intake of excess water (22). Not only the excess accumulation of water can be potentially 

detrimental. Alzheimer's disease has been suggested to be related to disturbance of the protein 

clearance through the perivascular space, another mechanism for which AQP4 might again be 

important (27).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3 Theory 

  
When conducting an MRI experiment, the experimental data consists of 3D volumes of voxels and 

their scalar signal intensities. This intensity is affected by both experimental settings and tissue 

properties, which can be expressed as S = S(e,m), where e is a vector containing the experimental 

parameters, such as b-values and so on, and m is a vector containing the model parameters. The set of 

values in the experimental parameters vector e is here called the experimental protocol. To achieve 

minimal variance in the data, these values should be tuned so that the signal becomes as sensitive as 

possible to the model parameter of interest (33), which is AXR in the case of FEXI. Extracting this 

parameter, which has to be included in m, involves fitting the model to the signal, i.e. solving an 

inverse problem. Parameter estimation thus involves having an unbiased signal model based on the 

sequence used, and a well-tuned experimental protocol. Note that for phenomenological parameters 

like ADC and AXR, correct estimation of the parameter has nothing to do with its degree of 

correlation with actual tissue properties, which is still hopefully high.  

 

3.1   Filtered exchange imaging  

 

The FEXI sequence, shown in Figure 2.1, uses two diffusion-weighting gradient pairs separated by a 

time called the mixing time (tm). The first gradient pair is called the filter block and the second pair is 

called the detection block. Their respective durations/times between onsets/echo times are denoted 

δf/∆f/TEf and δ/∆/TE. The diffusion weighting of the filter block causes greater attenuation for the 

fraction of faster diffusing water due to its higher diffusion coefficient. This decreases ADC from its 

equilibrium value ADCeq to ADC′(0), which is ADC immediately after the filter block. The degree of 

ADC reduction is called the filter efficiency (ζ) and is defined as ζ = 1 – ADC′(0)/ADCeq. During tm, 

water diffuses and engages in exchange between the two fractions and restores ADC towards ADCeq, 

which can be modeled as 

                                                              (3.1) 

ADC′ (tm) is the value registered by the detection block by using at least two different b-values (18). 

Just as DWI using two or more different b-values can estimate ADC through an exponential fit of 

some version of the Stejskal-Tanner equation, FEXI can estimate AXR by using at least two different 

values on tm in Equation (3.1), assuming ADCeq is known. The range of b-values and mixing times 

used in an experiment can be expressed by the vectors b and tm, and the full signal expression at 

readout time, in one direction, for b-value bl and mixing time tmk can be written  

       
                                                  

                            (3.2) 

, where S0 is the non-attenuated signal and bf is the strength of the gradients of the filter block (18). 

The exponential factors are in order: T2 relaxation during the two encoding blocks, T1 relaxation 

during the mixing time, attenuation introduced by the filter block (acting on ADCeq) and attenuation 

due to the detection block (acting on ADC′). The signal is sampled for all combinations of b and tm 

chosen as well as at least once using all b-values with bf set to zero and tm to its minimal value. 

Measuring the signal with the filter block gradients turned off enables calculation of ADCeq, and 

should be obtained using the shortest mixing time, since without filter, the only thing happening 

during tm is T1 relaxation. In Equation (3.2) in several dimensions ADCeq is replaced with n
T
ADCeqn, 

where ADCeq is the diffusion tensor and n is some direction of measurement. 



In FEXI, the experimental protocol is e = [tm, b, bf, #bf
 0
, ηEPI], where #bf

0
 is the number of 

measurements with the filter block turned off and ηEPI is the duration of signal readout. The duration of 

readout is important since it increases SNR intrinsically according to 

    
 

  
    

                                                                   (3.3) 

, where C is a technique dependent constant and TETOT is the sum of the echo times for the two 

encoding blocks (34). At the same time, ηEPI lowers SNR through T2-relaxation by contributing to the 

echo time of the detection block, whose minimal value is given by TE = 2 ∙ (δ + ηRF + CCI∙ηEPI), where 

δ and ηRF are the durations of the gradients and the 180˚ pulse respectively and CCI is a constant related 

to compressed imaging. See Figure 2.1. The FEXI model parameters are m = [AXR, ADCeq, ζ] (18). 

A short comment on the RF pulses used in association with the mixing time is also in order. Instead of 

using a conventional 180° pulse between the first excitation and readout, there are 90° pulses at the 

beginning and at the end of the mixing time. Using these so-called stimulated echoes, an echo is still 

produced at readout time, but during the mixing time, the excited magnetization will be 

parallel/antiparallel with the static field, a state in which it does not suffer T2 relaxation (but still T1 

relaxation) (35). This is important in techniques like FEXI when the time between excitation and 

readout is long. 

 

3.2   Statistical power and components of variance 

 

When investigating the potential of AXR as a new biomarker, its distribution in different regions of 

the brain needs to be determined. Of particular interest is finding pathological conditions that show a 

marked change in AXR values in some brain region as compared to those in controls. When designing 

comparative studies, knowledge of group sizes required (n) is important. Group sizes should be kept as 

small as possible for economical and ethical reasons, but large enough to achieve sufficient statistical 

power, i.e. a sufficiently high probability of finding the difference between the groups if it, in fact, is 

present. Beyond the choice of desired level of significance (α) and statistical power (π = 1-β), 

calculation of what value of n is necessary relies on some estimate of or assumption on the effect size 

and of the variability of the AXR data (36). For this study, we defined the effect size as the absolute 

difference in means between the groups (∆μ). For the variance of an AXR measurement, we assumed 

it to arise from a two-level random effects model, according to 

                                          (3.4) 

where Yij is an AXR measurement in a region with a true mean AXR of μ in the group, but adjusted 

with an inter-subject error εi and an experimental measurement error εej. If the errors are assumed to be 

normally distributed with a mean of zero and standard deviations of ζi and ζe, in each group, then the 

total variance of the data is given by ζTOT
2 
= ζi

2
 + ζe

2
 (37). Furthermore, unbiased estimates of the 

variance components are given by 

  
    

  
   

      
 

  
 

                                         (3.5) 

  
    

  
   

           (3.6) 

where I is the number of individuals, J is the number of measurements for each individual and 

SSW/SSB is the sum of squares within/between from ANOVA (38). If the errors are assumed to 



follow the same distribution in both groups, and that group sizes are equal, then it can be shown that 

the requirement on n in order to detect a given effect size, positive or negative, is approximately 

         
      

 

   
   (3.7) 

where f(α, π) is a function of the chosen α and π. However, an even more exact method calculates the 

obtained power iteratively while changing the value of n (39). From this it can be seen that given a 

certain difference in means ∆μ between the groups, n can be minimized by minimizing the variance of 

AXR. Of the two variance components, ζe
2
 can be minimized by optimizing the experimental design, 

or protocol. In FEXI, this variance arises from the intrinsic noise of the system, which is propagated to 

the AXR estimate in a way that depends partly on the protocol. Obtaining an optimal protocol with a 

minimized ζe
2
 will ensure that the experiment is executed at optimal settings. For these reasons, 

protocol optimization is an important step in adapting FEXI to clinical studies.  

  

3.3   Protocol optimization using Fisher information  

 

The goal of the protocol optimization is minimize the variance introduce by the measurement. A 

mathematical optimization should therefore use an objective function that scales with some 

approximation of the unknown ζe
2
. One such approximation is, assuming an unbiased model, the 

Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB), which comes from Fisher information theory and consideration of 

propagation of noise. The Fisher information (FI) matrix for a measured quantity, or observable, with 

respect to the model parameters to estimate from it is, informally speaking, a statistical construct that 

quantifies how strongly changes in the estimated model parameters are reflected in the measurement. 

The diagonal elements of the inverse of the FI matrix, or CRLB, conversely quantify how much 

change, such as noise, in the measurement is reflected on the model parameters in the form of 

variance. It can be shown that the CRLB is a theoretical lower bound for that variance and is often 

closely correlated to it (33). The general expression for the (i,j)-th element of the FI matrix is 

      
   

      
     (3.8) 

where E denotes expectation and L is the log likelihood function for the measurement, given some 

prior values of the model parameters w. Assuming a Gaussian noise distribution, it can be shown 

(derivation omitted) that the expression simplifies to 

        
   

   

 
 

   

   
   (3.9) 

where Am is the model equation given the m:th out of M combinations of experimental settings and ζ is 

the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise. The CRLB for the i:th model parameter is then (J
-1

) ii (33, 

40). Applying Equation (3.9) to the FEXI experiment, the sum of observables Am become Skl from 

Equation (3.2) summed over mixing times tmk and b-values bl, and with assumed values of the model 

parameters AXR, ADCeq and ζ. A CLRB approximation of the experimental variance of AXR is then 

the top left element of the inverted 3×3 FI matrix, an analytical expression that can be evaluated for 

any experimental protocol and values of model parameters. It could therefore contribute to an 

appropriate objective function when optimizing the design of a FEXI experiment for minimal variance 

in the AXR. A suitable optimization algorithm was recommended by Alexander for a similar problem 

definition (33), the stochastic evolutionary Self Organizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA, 

http://www.ft.utb.cz/people/zelinka/soma/). The obtained protocols should however be verified in 

http://www.ft.utb.cz/people/zelinka/soma/


practice and theory. Concerning the theoretical validation, a bootstrapping approach has earlier been 

used for similar purposes by Nilsson et al. in 2010 (41). It is based on generating posterior 

distributions of the parameter to estimate by fitting the model to simulated datasets. Here, datasets 

would be created by repeatedly adding Gaussian noise to the ideal signal in Equation (3.2), some 

chosen protocol and predetermined values of the model parameters. The means of the posterior 

distribution should approximate the input value of the estimated parameter, and the variance should 

approximate the one suggested by the CRLB.  

 

However, some things need to be considered. First, the since model parameter values are required for 

CRLB evaluation, a good approach might be to minimize ζe
2
 with CRLB averaged over some prior 

distribution of those values. To select protocols optimized for biophysically plausible tissue 

compositions, model parameter intervals can be generated using ranges for the biophysiological 

parameters Df, Ds, ff and ηi. Df, where Df and Ds are the fast and the slow diffusivities, ff is the fraction 

of water exhibiting fast diffusion and ηi is the intracellular exchange time, which is the mean time that 

a water molecule spends in the slow fraction of diffusing water (18, 42). Their relation to the FEXI 

model parameters are AXR ≈ 1/(ηi ff), ADCeq ≈ ffDf + fsDs and ζ = 1- (f’fDf + f’s)Ds)/ ADCeq (18). 

Second, in Equation (3.9) a Gaussian distribution of noise is assumed, which is only approximately 

true for the MRI signal where noise is more closely approximated with a Rican distribution (33). The 

reason is that the signal is taken as the geometric average of the signal value in two directions (real and 

imagery channel corresponding to the two directions perpendicular to B0) due to imprecise knowledge 

of phase, resulting in the addition of extra noise in a here unaccounted for channel (43, 44). However, 

the bias from using the Gaussian approximation has been shown to be insignificant for SNR values 

above two and virtually nonexistent for values above three (45). Third, none of the equations considers 

direction, while measurements in at least six directions are required if the full diffusion tensor is to be 

obtained. The protocol optimization itself could still be conducted isotropically, however, by 

averaging CLRB over a prior distribution of MD rather than ADC. Fourth, the variables of the 

optimization, which are the parameters of the FEXI experimental protocol e, need to be more closely 

defined. This last consideration is the topic of the next section.  

 

3.4   Defining the optimization variables 

 

The FEXI experimental protocol e contains the vectors tm and b, which would give the problem a very 

high dimensionality if they were allowed to vary freely in length and content. However, the two 

vectors can be reduced to just five scalar parameters. First, only one of the vector lengths needs to be 

determined, since the other can be derived from the first using some time constraint on the experiment. 

The implementation of the FEXI sequence on the MRI camera is such that each combination of 

mixing time and b-value is run over each direction of measurement and each image slice. Using the 

same value multiple times amounts to several elements of tm and b having the same value. The total 

number of measurements per image slice is N = (#tm∙ #b ∙ #dir), where #tm, #b, and #dir are the 

number of mixing times, b-values and directions, respectively. The time to make one measurement 

over each of the image slices is called the repetition time (TR), which for FEXI is given by (tm
Max

 + 

textra ) ∙ nslices, where tm
Max

 is the longest of the mixing times in tm, textra is time required for gradients, RF 

pulses and so on and nslices is the number of slices. The total scan time (TS) is therefore given as TR ∙ 

N, and predetermined values of nslices, textra and #dir and an upper bound on TS allows either of #tm or 

#b to be calculated using the other together with tm
Max

. Second, previous work shows that the ADC is 

optimally estimated using only two b-values, a low (b
0
) and a high (b

Max
) (46). This was extended to 

and verified for mixing times, assuming that only a low (tm
0
), and a high (tm

Max
) mixing time would be 



optimal, since the AXR model in Equation (3.2) can be seen as a two-step exponential fit. Third, 

values for tm
0
 and b

0 
should be kept low to minimize T1 relaxation during tm and diffusion weighted 

attenuation due to b
0
. However, the FEXI sequence contains two 90° pulses beyond the initial one, 

which will excite new fractions of magnetization that may interfere with the measurement. Therefore, 

so called spoiler gradients are applied after each of them. The value of tm
0
 should therefore be just high 

enough to accommodate the first spoiler, and b
0
 be so high that it can act as the second spoiler. Left 

are eight scalar parameters for protocol optimization: tm
Max

, b
Max

, bf, g(tm
0
), g(b

0
), g(bf

0
), #tm and ηEPI, 

where the g(·) are the fractions of acquisition with the low mixing time, low b-value and with the filter 

turned off.  

 

Other aspects of experimental design and post-experimental analysis that have not been included in the 

protocol definition here are nslices, as well as the voxel volumes (Vvoxel) and the size of the regions of 

interest (ROI), which are chosen volumes of voxels in which AXR will be analyzed. These parameters 

all effect the experimental variance component in different ways, and an analysis of group sizes 

required should therefore include variations of them. However, their effect on variability is both 

mostly obvious and unrelated to other experimental parameters, which is why they have not been 

included in the optimization problem, but rather left as tunable parameters that can be chosen based on 

for example an analysis of group sizes required. Changing nslices from say the value (nslices)0 changes the 

number of measurements that can be performed, since TS = TR ∙ N, and TR is directly proportional to 

nslices. The elements of the FI matrix scale directly with the number of measurements, as seen in 

Equation (3.9), which causes the matrix to be approximately inversely proportional to nslices. The 

change in the variance estimate of CRLB will then in turn be approximately proportional to 

nslices/(nslices)0. Changing Vvoxel from some original value (Vvoxel)0 has the effect of scaling the non-

attenuated signal S0 in Equation (3.2) proportional to Vvoxel/(Vvoxel)0 which from Equation (3.8) is seen 

to scale the FI matrix quadratically. CRLB will then be inversely proportional to the squared ratio of 

voxel volumes. Finally, changing ROI size (RS) from RS0 means AXR is averaged over RS/RS0 times 

the voxels. If AXR of a single voxel in a subject is assumed to be normally distributed around the 

means μ + εi with standard deviation ζe, the average of AXR in RS such voxels will have a standard 

deviation of ζe/RS
1/2

. The resulting change in experimental variance should then be proportional to 

(RS/RS0)
1/2

. These relations can be expressed as  
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4 Method 

  
The FEXI protocol optimization was performed by implementing a CRLB based objective function in 

Matlab and then optimizing it over different ranges of model parameters, using a stochastic 

optimization algorithm. The optimal protocol, tuned for minimal variance in healthy volunteers, was 

then adapted to run well on the MRI scanner. A test-retest study run on 18 individuals was conducted 

and the data was analyzed for reproducibility, variance and means. Furthermore, group sizes required 

were calculated while varying nslices, Vvoxel and RS. 

 

4.1   The optimization problem  

 

In order to optimize for minimal experimental variability while normalizing against the estimated 

population mean, we chose the coefficient of variation (CV) of AXR as basis for the objective 

function. The full objective function was implemented in Matlab 

(http://www.mathworks.se/products/matlab/) and taken as the average of the CV calculated over 

predetermined intervals for the model parameters. In the definition, CV = ζ/μ, ζ was replaced with 

CRLB
1/2

 for AXR and μ with AXR from a distribution. The objective function takes a protocol and a 

set of model parameters as an input, returning the CV.  

 

The prior distributions of model parameters were generated using the biophysical parameters 

described in section 3.3. Values used for those parameters were based on reports from previous studies 

(12, 19, 21, 47-49) and are presented in Table 4.1. Values representing three different tissue types 

were selected, forming model parameter distributions for healthy white matter (WM), tumor (T) and 

combined (WM/T), created by taking the union of the two others. For optimization, an interval 

resolution of 5 points was used. Fixed parameters included relaxation times T1/T2 = 700/50 ms and a 

reference SNR of 60, corresponding to echo times TE/TEf = 55/40 ms and ηEPI = 50 ms. Protocol 

variables, presented along with the ranges over which the optimization took place, were: tm
Max

 ∈ [0.25, 

0.6] s, b
Max

 and bf ∈ [200, 1300] s/mm
2
, g(tm

0
), g(b

0
) and g(bf

0
) ∈ [0.1, 0.8], #tm ∈ [3, 10], and ηEPI ∈ 

[30, 100] ms. Potential optimization targeting some completely different tissue type should consider 

some other distribution.  

 

Protocol optimization involved four constraints. First, to facilitate add-on of FEXI to other 

examinations, an upper bound of 15 min was put on the total scan time. Second, approximating the 

exact Rician noise model to Gaussian assumes an SNR above two, and ideally above three (45). To 

comply with that assumption, b-values greater than 1300 s/mm
2
 were not allowed for either gradient 

block, since high b-values affect SNR the most. Third, in order to obtain the whole diffusion tensor, 

FEXI was run over six directions, which created the constraint that there must be time for running 

each combination, and repetition thereof, of tm and b six times. Parameter fitting would then be 

performed on the geometric average of the signal values from all directions. Fourth, volume coverage 

and voxel resolution compete with SNR, as seen in Equations (3.10). Here, protocols would be 

optimized for acquisition of seven slices at spatial resolution 3×3×5 mm
3
. Also, CRLB values 

calculated by the program consider AXR estimation on a single voxel basis.  

 

As optimization algorithm, we used SOMA with default settings, but with 100 migrations for a 

population size of 16 and the chosen parameter ranges. For each distribution in Table 3.1, six runs of 

optimization were conducted, after which the best performing protocol was selected. The performance 

http://www.mathworks.se/products/matlab/


in terms of the CV of AXR was then compared between the found optimal tissue-specialized protocols 

and a protocol used in an earlier study (17) for each of the distribution of model parameters.  

 

Group sizes required in each group for studies looking for differences in means between two groups 

were estimated using Equation (3.7), but using iterative power calculations. The required statistical 

power was chosen to be 0.8 at a significance level of 0.05. The total variance was calculated as ζTOT
2 
= 

ζi
2
 + ζe

2
, with ζi

2
 here approximated to 0.0196, a value reported in a previous study comparing AXR in 

all white matter between subjects (17), and ζe
2 
replaced by CRLB for the optimal WM protocol. Group 

size calculations were made while varying one of nslices, Vvoxel or RS in the ranges nslices ∈ [1, 7, 17], 

Vvoxel ∈ [2×2×2, 3×3×5, 3.5×3.5×7] mm
3
 and RS ∈ [1, 3, 5] at a time, while keeping the others constant 

at the reference values nslices/Vvoxel/RS = 7/3×3×5 mm
3
/1. For each of these settings the effect size (∆μ) 

was also varied in the range ∆μ ∈ [1∙ζi, 3∙ζi, 5∙ζi]. The effect of changing Vvoxel and RS was calculated 

using Equations (3.10) while CRLB was reevaluated for changing values of nslices.  

 

4.2   Verification 

 

The accuracy of using CRLB for estimation of variance was verified in theory by comparing CRLB-

based predictions of AXR with posterior distributions generated by bootstrapping. Comparison was 

made using the WM-optimized protocol for three different values of AXR. Note that this still assumes 

the absence of bias in the model, since it was also used to generate the ideal signal. 

 

Visualization of the objective function could help identifying the existence of local minima, obtaining 

suitable starting guesses and designing future optimizations. For this purpose, the objective function 

was plotted against two optimization parameters at a time, varying over somewhat extended versions 

of the ranges above. The other parameters were kept constant at an intermediary value. To investigate 

how CV changes with changing model parameters, plotting was similarly made over the full ranges of 

the WM/T distribution. 

 

An experiment was also made to verify the assumption that using only two different values for tm 

would be optimal. Here, CV was plotted against different amounts of inclusion of an intermediary 

mixing time tm
Mid

, while keeping the total number of mixing times constant: #tm
0
 + #tm

Mid
 + #tm

Max
 = 

#tm. For each #tm
Mid

, the CV was taken for the best split between #tm
0
 and #tm

Max
. Plotting was made 

for several values of tm
Max

, and the other six parameters were allowed to vary one at a time over the 

ranges used for optimization. 

 

4.3   In vivo measurements and analysis of data 

 

A test-retest series of 18 individuals was run on a Philips Achieva 3T system using the optimized WM 

protocol. The purpose of the experiment was to test the feasibility of the protocol, its ability to produce 

useful AXR maps and the reproducibility of the results as well as validation of the CRLB based 

prediction of experimental variance. The obtained material would furthermore provide reference 

means for AXR in various anatomical regions, possibly useful for comparison with groups in other 

studies. The first step of the process was to adapt the protocol produced by optimization to the MRI 

scanner. Then the 18 individuals were scanned, after ethical permission and informed consent had 

been obtained. Seven slices with voxel volume 3×3×5 mm
3
 were acquired for four mixing times, 

equally split between short and long times,  with values of tm
0
/ tm

Max
 = 16/442 ms. The filter b-value 

was 830 s/mm
2
, and the filter was applied for all but one of the shorter mixing times. Diffusion 



encoding gradients were applied in six directions using three low and six high detection b-values, 

where b
0
/b

Max
 = 40/1300 s/mm

2
. Total scan time for each run of FEXI was 13 min, with TE/TEf/TR = 

66/39/2500 ms. These experimental settings were the results of optimizations as outlined above, 

although some modifications were required to allow the protocol to be executed on the scanner. Owing 

to the duty cycle limitation of the gradients, which simply put is a limit on their effect, the TR was 

longer than first predicted to allow for their cooling. Testing found that TR was related to the strength 

of the gradients g by approximately TR ≥ g ∙ 33. Re-optimization with this in mind provided a 

somewhat modified protocol, but also showed that the gradient strengths were still optimally kept as 

high as possible (80 mT/m for this scanner). Seven slices were selected to enable inclusion of 

anatomical structures such as the corpus callosum (cc) and the cerebrospinal tract (cst) while not 

overly reducing SNR, which would occur if more slices would compete for the scan time. The choice 

of resolution was based on weighing region specificity and reduction of partial volume effect bias 

against the higher SNR of larger voxels. Six directions is the minimum required for calculation of the 

full diffusion tensor, required to obtain rotational invariant results.  

 

The obtained datasets were post-processed by a motion correcting algorithm and also by interpolation 

of test and retest data to the same coordinate system, using the first image of the test data as a 

reference. Volume maps of the three FEXI model parameters AXR, ADCeq and ζ were calculated 

using curve fitting using Equation (3.2) from the data of each of the six directions of measurement, 

after which they were geometrically averaged. Using data from the six directions, volume maps of FA 

could also be obtained for each subject. 12 ROI were selected in the colored FA maps, aiming at 

obtaining reliable samples from six anatomical regions. Of these regions, the cc provided two ROI, its 

splenium (spl) and its genu. The ten remaining ROI consisted of the left (sin) and right (dx) side of the 

cst, anterior leg of internal capsule (alic), anterior corona radiata (acr), thalamus (thal) and lenticular 

nucleus (ln). ROI were selected smaller than the actual regions, and the average ROI sizes were in the 

ranges of 15-30 voxels. Also, no voxels from the two outer slices were included in any ROI to avoid 

potential bias from the motion correction.  

 

From the datasets, means of the AXR of the ROI were calculated, and the total variance ζTOT
2 
as well 

as its components ζi
2
 and ζe

2
 were estimated by sTOT

2
 = si

2
 + se

2
 and using Equations (3.5) and (3.6). 

The estimated ζe was also compared to CRLB
1/2

 obtained using the average AXR for each region and 

adjusting for ROI sizes as in Equation (3.10). Then, using these values and assuming equal 

experimental settings, group sizes required were again calculated for different effect sizes. 

Furthermore, the reproducibility of the experiment was assessed by plotting test data versus retest data 

for each ROI and performing linear regression with calculation of the coefficient of correlation. Lastly, 

maps of FA, AXR and the combination of the two were calculated using the data obtained by 

averaging all 18 datasets to a common space. The two spaces used were an image from one of the 

datasets and a standard template space (FMRIB58 template, provided in the FSL package, 

http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5 Results 

 

The aims of this work were to obtain an optimal FEXI protocol from a propagation of noise point of 

view, adapt it to an MRI scanner, run a test-retest series on volunteers and also to calculate the 

required group sizes for comparative studies of AXR between groups. Here, the optimal protocols and 

group size analysis is first shown, followed by the results obtained during verification. Lastly, the in 

vivo results are presented. 

 

5.1   Optimized protocols and group sizes required 

 

The optimization, outlined in section 4.1, yielded the protocols listed in Table 5.1. For each 

distribution of priors, b
Max

 and ηEPI were found to have the optimal values of 1300 s/mm
2
 and 63 ms 

respectively. The b
Max

 parameter thus obtained the maximum value allowed by its constraints. The 

fractions of runs with the filter turned off also obtained a value at its boundary, in always having the 

minimal value of 1/#tm. The value of the maximal mixing time tm
Max

 was higher for the WM 

distribution than for the T distribution, and was set to an intermediary value for the WM/T 

distribution. A similar pattern was observed for the filter strength bf, except that an even lower value 

was optimal for the WM/T distribution. Concerning the fractions; g(tm
0
) was approximately 1/2 for all 

protocols, while g(b
0
) was 1/4 for T but 1/3 for W and WM/T.  

 

Table 5.2 shows the performance of the protocols for the three model parameter distributions. 

Comparing the protocols shows that neither protocol outperforms any of the optimized protocols, and 

that the difference between the optimized protocols is nearly negligible. The WM/T protocol in 

particular is not punished at all for WM and by only 6% for T. However, the performance of the earlier 

protocol is much worse than any of the three optimized ones. Compared to the earlier protocol, the 

optimized protocols offer a reduction of around 30% in CV.  

 

Estimations of group sizes required were performed as described in section 4.1 and are shown in Table 

5.3. From the table it is seen that it should be possible to detect large differences in AXR using groups 

of five people or less, if Vvoxel, is kept reasonably high and ROI sizes of at least five voxels are used. 

 

5.2. Verification 

 

Figure 5.1 shows a comparison of normal distributions with variance predicted by CRLB to posterior 

distributions generated by bootstrapping for three different AXR values using the optimal WM 

protocol. For these three values of AXR, the bootstrapped distributions display approximately equal 

variance as predicted by the CRLB. 

 

Visualization of the objective function, evaluated while changing two parameters at a time while 

keeping the others constant, is shown in Figure 5.2. Interdependence of the optima manifests as 

skewing of the images, and was seen, for example, when varying bf and tm
Max

. Examples of images not 

showing obvious interdependence include #tm versus b
Max

 or bf, and most of the images with g(b
0
). 

Some images lack local minima, while others sport several, for example most that involve #tm. The 

vertical lines in the #tm images reflect that many #tm values are roughly equal, which is likely due to 

their coupled impact on the total scan time with #b, seen in TS  = TR ∙ (#tm∙ #b ∙ #dir). Change in #tm 

is “compensated” by a change in #b to respect the 15 minute upper time limit. For certain values of #tm 

however, there might not be #b available that gives TS close to maximum, the closest option could fall 



short in time and is punished by higher variance due to being less efficient with the available time 

span. This situation should appear cyclically, and is observed as vertical lines. Furthermore, the values 

of #tm and #b differ in which values of the g(∙) parameters become available, with lower values 

limiting the options more. Another feature of note is the jumps in the g(∙) parameter images, which is 

probably due to their covert discreteness for being fractions of natural numbers (e.g. #tm
0
 and #tm). 

 

Each image in Figure 5.2 depicts the landscape of optimization considering the parameters found at 

the top of the column and right edge of the row. The black triangles indicate the optimum 

combinations of parameters, and the black lines are level lines. Lighter color indicates lower CV and 

more favorable combinations. 

Figure 5.3 shows another set of images, here visualizing the change in CV for the optimal protocol as 

model parameters varies. Each of the biophysical parameters varied in the ranges listed in Table 4.1, 

with each image having constant values of Ds and Df but with increasing values moving towards the 

top and right respectively. Within the images, ηi is varied along the x-axis and ff, here translated 

together with Ds and Df into ADCeq, along the y-axis. High CV and accompanying darker colors are 

observed between the images moving towards higher Df and lower Ds, suggesting that a large 

difference of diffusivity make AXR easier to measure precisely. Also, CV increases drastically when ηi 

and ff are both low, indicating that higher AXR is more difficult to estimate precisely. Furthermore, 

when looking towards the opposite corner of the images, where both ηi and ff are high, a darkening 

trend is observed connecting also the lower AXR values to higher CV. In summary, very low AXR are 

more difficult to estimate precisely, but not as difficult as very high values of AXR. Larger differences 

between the high and low diffusivity improves the AXR estimation and might be more influential than 

the specific value of ADCeq. 

 

The verification that including only two mixing times is optimal is presented in Figure 5.4. A 

monotonic increase of CV is observed when more of the scan time is spent performing measurements 

at the intermediary time tm
Mid

. Each line corresponds to different values of tm
Mid

, which are written in 

milliseconds to the right, and it is clear that including more of tm
Mid

 have a smaller effect on CV when 

it is closer to the value of tm
Max

. Although the plot presented in Figure 5.4 is one of many examined, 

since the experiment was conducted while allowing the other parameters to vary two at a time, the 

same general picture was observed in all cases. 

 

5.3. In vivo results 

 

In Table 5.4, the 12 ROI are listed together with their estimated means (  ), the experimental standard 

deviation (se) and RV, which is the percentual part of the total variance that can be explained by 

experimental variability. It is here defined as RV = se
2
/sTOT

2
. Furthermore, a comparative value of 

CRLB
1/2

 is listed, which is the prediction of the CRLB, given the ROI sizes and settings used. This 

shows that the estimated experimental variance is in places more than ten times higher than the 

predicted value. The magnitude of the difference suggests the presence of some unknown source of 

error in AXR. The inter-subject variances take values both lower but mostly higher values than the all 

white matter value of 0.0196 reported in an earlier study (17). This might partially be due to different 

ventricular size and thus differing negative bias in AXR caused by partial volume effects. 

 

The analysis of group sizes required using the observed variance components of the data is presented 

in Table 5.5. The parentheses next to the numbers contain the approximate required percentual 

difference in AXR for detection using these settings, ROI sizes and demands on power and 



significance level. Percentages are only included where fewer than ten individuals are needed. 

Considering the large ROI sizes, the values of n are larger than those suggested in Table 5.3 owing to 

the larger variance observed in the experiment than what was previously assumed. However, using 

these ROI it is still possible to detect differences in AXR of 50-100% in most structures using fewer 

than ten individuals. 

 

In Figure 5.5, plots are shown comparing the test vs. retest AXR values for the 12 ROIs. Each 

individual is represented by a circle, whose x-position marks the test AXR value and y-postion marks 

the retest AXR value. The blue lines are regression lines fitted using least squares and the ccorr is the 

corresponding coefficient of correlation. In the absence of experimental variance, the circles would 

line up along a line with an inclination of one, their position along the line being related to the inter 

subject variance. As can be seen from the plots, some structures show reasonable correlation between 

test and retest data, such as the cst sin, acr sin and thal sin, but still lower than expected taking the 

large ROI sizes into account. The reproducibility is worse in the dx part of those structures, as well 

asin the cc. In the alic dx, thal dx and ln sin, reproducibility is almost non-existent.  

 

Figure 5.6 shows maps of FA, AXR and both combined. In the upper row, maps from one individual is 

shown, while in the lower all data sets were averaged by first mapping non-linearly to a common 

space. AXR here follows the more peripheral white matter structures, but has a lower value in the 

structures close to the ventricles. The lower values there could be due to a negative bias in AXR 

caused by partial volume effects. This effect would also introduce a larger inter-subject variance 

related to varying ventricular size.  

 

 

6  Discussion 

 
New protocols have been obtained, promising smaller variance and reduced group sizes. The in vivo 

testing however, showed an around ten times larger experimental standard deviation than expected. 

Those results are discussed below, as well as possible future applications, some biological 

interpretations and limitations of the study. 

 

6.1   Main result and recommendations for future studies 

 

The optimization produced optimized protocols offering a theoretical reduction in CV of around 30%, 

as compared to previously presented protocols (17). Among the outstanding features of the new 

protocols compared to the old is their use of higher b-values, and restricting the number of different tm 

to two. Using the new WM protocol, with a scan time below 15 minutes, it is theoretically possible to 

decide whether any patient group, in a given brain region, has alterations in AXR three times larger 

than the inter-subject standard deviation using as few as four individuals per group, on average. 

However, the group size also depends on the specific properties of the tissue being investigated, which 

was here specified using earlier reports from white matter (12, 19, 21, 47, 48). Also, the test-retest 

study of 18 individuals using this protocol showed higher experimental variance than theoretically 

predicted, especially considering the large ROI sizes used. From studying the AXR maps obtained 

while comparing test images to retest images, marked changes in AXR levels can be observed 

visually, affecting regions of several voxels and more. This looks more like artifacts than variation 

produced by systemic noise; possibly related to partial volume effects or bias introduced in the post-

processing. The optimization in this work was solely concerned with minimizing the propagation of 



systemic noise to the measurement, and should still be seen as valid from that point of view, as was for 

example demonstrated in the bootstrapping experiment. Also, the method still seems useful despite 

these problems, since group sizes required calculated using the AXR means as well as experimental 

and inter-subject variance of the collected data show that alteration of AXR of above 50% should be 

detectable in most regions, using fewer than ten individuals. For comparison, alterations of this size 

are seen in the ADC in stroke. Furthermore, future improvements of image registration techniques 

might allow FEXI to become more sensitive without needing to increase the scan time. Other studies 

on FEXI methodology should also consider and potentially address the unknown and artifact like 

source of variability, further improving the method. 

 

Recommendations for future studies of AXR in the brain include using one of the protocols presented 

here, which should be close to optimal from a noise perspective. Among the three protocols, none 

stand out as markedly worse than the other two. The WM/T protocol shows the overall best 

performance over several distributions, but the WM protocol achieved a scan time of less than 14 

minutes on the scanner used, and is also the protocol on which the group size calculations presented 

here are made. If the total scan time is allowed to be more than 15 minutes, adjustments regarding #tm 

and #b are necessary, but the overall shape of the protocol does not change significantly. Neither do 

other choices of nslices affect the appearance of the optimal protocols more than slightly. To increase 

reproducibility and decrease the experimental variance further, the ROI should be chosen as large as 

possible and one could consider including fewer than seven slices. Concerning voxel size, averaging 

the signal from all voxels in a ROI rather than AXR amounts to increasing the voxel size, which seen 

from Equations (3.10) will reduce the experimental variance more. Also, a study measuring AXR in 

some tissue other than brain, like breast were AXR values are reportedly higher, should look for 

protocols optimized for those tissue properties. Fortunately, the CRLB based routine is easily modified 

for other conditions and for meeting other demands and have produced breast specialized protocols, 

looking quite different from those in the brain.  

 

6.2. Potential applications 

 

AXR presents a new contrast type, which opens up many possibilities in application. Water 

components exhibiting low and high diffusion coefficients in DWI experiments are often suggested as 

belonging to intra- and extracellular water. Since the AXR parameter measures exchange between 

water components of slower and faster diffusivity, it should thus be correlated to intra-extracellular 

exchange and membrane permeability. This makes it potentially clinically interesting in conditions 

involving alterations of these properties, such as tumors, stroke, infections and more. Among its 

possible uses as a biomarker is differentiation between tumor types and grades, since increased 

permeability, possibly due to abnormal aquaporin expression, has been connected to the aggressivity 

of the tumor (22). Another possibility is to study the dependence of aquaporins on edematous 

conditions and perhaps aid the development of aquaporin targeting drugs (22, 28). Also, if the slow 

component of diffusing water is mostly due to intra-axonal water, much of the degree of exchange 

should be dictated by axonal permeability and be related to the degree of myelinisation (13, 14). 

Demyelinating conditions such as multiple sclerosis might therefore possible to detect at an earlier 

stage using a contrast that is based on exchange, such as AXR, than what is presently available. 

Furthermore, there might be affected regions that are invisible to the sequences typically used but 

possible to visualize with FEXI as a change in AXR.  

 

 



 

6.3. Biophysical mechanisms 

 

The fast and slow components of diffusing water are often attributed to the intra- and extracellular 

spaces (4, 20, 21). Water diffusion in tissue is, however, very complex which is for example reflected 

in that far more water, between 65-80%, seem to be in fast diffusion that the around 15-20% that is in 

extracellular space (21). Part of the explanation could be that myelin water is almost MR invisible at 

the echo times used in most DWI experiments due to its low T2 coefficient. Also, astrocytic water is 

likely in fast exchange with the extracellular water, and thus part of the fast component, due to the 

expression in astrocytes of AQP4 (29). Moreover, axonal water will tend to contribute to the fast 

component if observed in parallel to the axon, but to the slow component if observed in perpendicular 

(11, 19). One possible picture in white matter is a slow component mainly consisting of intra axonal 

water, observed in directions more or less perpendicular to the axon, where the diffusion is restricted 

by the myelin sheaths, and a fast component which is averaged from most of the rest of the water. The 

main contribution to observed exchange in white matter should then be passage of water across the 

axonal membranes. This makes it likely that AXR should be anisotropic, following the anisotropy of 

white matter. The level of anisotropy in white matter differs though. Some regions, such as the corpus 

callosum, have more small scale dispersion of axonal orientation (50). One effect of such dispersion 

within a voxel should be to increase the spread in the value of the diffusion rate of both the slow and 

the fast component, which would not directly affect exchange. However, such regions could also have 

a potential confounder for permeability-related transmembranal exchange. “Pseudo exchange” could 

be caused by extracellular water moving between an environment where axons are parallel to the 

direction of measurement to an environment where they are perpendicular. Bent axons could also 

cause morphological bias from intra-axonal water moving past the bend.  

 

6.4. Limitations 

 

The optimizations were performed assuming some prior distributions of model parameters, which 

were rather imprecise, both in the sense that they were very broad and that some parameters, like the 

intracellular exchange time ηi, were assigned distributions supported by limited amounts of data. Even 

though optimal protocols do not vary greatly between the chosen model parameter distributions, better 

knowledge of model priors would allow investigation of the potential gain in using even more tissue 

specialized protocols. Another limitation is the assumption of a Gaussian noise distribution, which 

would result in a positive bias on AXR when the SNR of the signal drops too low. The CRLB could 

have been implemented assuming the Rician noise model, but since even that is a simplification of 

reality it was decided that it was not worth the (much greater) effort. What could have been done, and 

is a possible upgrade for a later version of the CRLB routine is to smoothly increase the CLRB value 

virtually around an SNR threshold, creating a soft barrier simulating the noise floor rather than just 

forbidding high b-values. Such an approach might offer a more realistic investigation of the optimal 

value of the b
Max

 parameter. Moreover, some experimental design choices were left out of the 

optimization, such as nslices. Varying this parameter was found to affect the optimal protocol, although 

the effect was only slight. Reoptimization should be considered however, if one wants to change nslices 

considerably. 

  

Some other limitations, which are not directly related to the optimization, but which still concern the 

FEXI methodology, include choosing the best algorithm for post processing motion correction. 

Different types of bias are introduced depending on how this is done and one might benefit from 



investigating how it could affect the artifact like variability observed in the AXR measurements 

presented here. Also, there are two hardware factors which could be improved to reduce the CV of the 

AXR; the maximal gradient amplitude and the duty cycle of the gradients. Stronger gradients would 

allow potentially beneficial higher b-values (they were maxed out in the optimization) without as 

much an effect on SNR, which is what keeps them down. The time added due to duty cycle limitations 

could have been spent collecting more data if the cooling system was more effective. 

 

 

7 Conclusions 

 

Optimized FEXI protocols have been obtained, offering a reduction in CV of around 30%, as 

compared to previously presented protocols (17). Statistical analysis shows that these protocols can be 

used to decide whether any patient group, in a given brain region, has large alterations of AXR using 

as few as four individuals per group, on average, while still keeping the scan time below 15 minutes. 

This should allow the investigation of the potential of AXR as a useful new contrast in conditions such 

as tumors, cerebral edema, multiple sclerosis and stroke. The test-retest study performed here, 

however, showed decent reproducibility of results in some brain regions and poor reproducibility in 

others. The study also uncovered the presence of artifact like changes in AXR between measurements, 

affecting areas of many voxels and greatly increasing the experimental variance. Despite this, new 

estimations of group sizes show that it is still possible to detect AXR difference larger than 50% in 

most brain regions using fewer than 10 individuals. Future studies on FEXI methodology should 

attempt to investigate and address the unknown source of variability, as well as factors limiting this 

work such as imprecise knowledge of model priors and a better implementation of bias correction for 

low SNR. The choice of motion correction algorithm might also be worth looking into. For studies 

investigating AXR in different brain regions of patient groups, it is recommended that a protocol 

among those found here is used. Reoptimization should not be necessary unless there is much new 

material regarding model priors, a very different choice of nslices or a changed restriction on the scan 

time. In order to reduce the experimental variance, the ROI can be chosen as large as possible, and 

rather than averaging between voxels, AXR can be calculated from the averaged signal. The two 

primary hardware factors that could be improved are the maximal gradient amplitude and the duty 

cycle of the gradients.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figures and tables 

 

 
Figure 1.1 – The classical pulsed-gradient spin-echo (PGSE) sequence, also called the Stejskal-Tanner 

sequence. Excitation is followed by two gradients with strength g, duration δ and onset separation ∆. Between 

the gradients a refocusing pulse is applied to create a spin echo at echo time (TE). EPI is a fast technique for 

readout and stands for echo planar imaging. 
 

 

 
Figure 2.1 – The FEXI sequence. Two diffusion encoding blocks separated by a mixing time (tm) and followed 

by image readout. Time between gradients for the filter/detection block is denoted ∆f/∆ and the duration of the 

filter/detection block gradients is denoted δf/δ.  

 
 

Table 4.1 – A priori distribution of the biophysical parameters used to generate ranges for the model parameters 

in protocol optimization. The interval resolution used was 5. 

 

 Ds (µm
2
/ms) Df

 
(µm

2
/ms) ff  ηi (s) 

WM [0.1, 0.3] [0.9, 1.3] [0.4, 0.7] [1.0, 4.0] 

T [0.1, 0.7] [0.9, 1.6] [0.4, 0.7] [0.5, 2.0] 

WM/T [0.1, 0.7] [0.9, 1.6] [0.4, 0.7] [0.5, 4.0] 

 



Table 5.1 – Optimized protocols for human white matter (WM), tumor (T) and combined (WM/T).  

 

 tm
Max

 

(ms) 

b
Max

 

(s/mm
2
) 

bf 

(s/mm
2
) 

g(tm
0
) g(b

0
) g(bf

0
) #tm ηEPI (ms) 

WM 442 1300 830 2/4 3/9 1/4 4 63 

T 300 1300 710 5/10 1/4 1/10 10 63 

WM/T 420 1300 690 3/6 2/6 1/6 6 63 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.3 – Group sizes (n) required to obtain a statistical power of 0.8 at a significance level 

of 0.05, assuming different effect sizes (∆μ) and varying voxel volume (Vvoxel), ROI size (RS) 

and the number of slices (nslices). Default values of Vvoxel, RS and nslices was 3×3×5 mm
3
,1 and 

7 respectively. These values were used unless otherwise indicated. 

 

n 

 Vvoxel (mm
3
) RS (#voxels) nslices 

∆μ 2×2×2 3×3×5 3.5×3.5×7 1 3 5 25 17 7 

1 ∙ ζi 1001 60 29 60 31 21 93 93 60 

2 ∙ ζi 335 16 8 16 7 6 24 24 16 

3 ∙ ζi 150 8 5 8 5 4 12 12 8 

 

Table 5.2  – Comparison of CV of AXR for optimized protocols and an earlier protocol 

for three distributions of model parameters. Percentages indicate the increase, if 

significant, in CV for the protocol compared to using the best performing one. 

 

Distribution: WM T WM/T 

Protocol:               WM 
0.26 0.33 (+13%) 0.44 (+6%) 

T 
0.2725 (+6%) 0.29 0.43 

WM/T 
0.25 0.31 (+7%) 0.42 

Earlier 0.37 (+44%) 0.39 (+33%) 0.57 (+36%) 



 
Figure 5.1 – Distribution of measured AXR around true values as predicted by the CRLB (black lines) 

compared to posterior distributions (blue fields) generated by bootstrapping. 
 



 
Figure 5.2 – Plots showing the problem landscape where two parameters are varied at a time, with the others 

constant. Each image depicts the landscape of optimization considering the parameters found at the top of the 

column and right edge of the row. The black triangles indicate the optimum combinations of parameters, and 

the black lines are level lines. Lighter color indicates lower CV and more favorable combinations. 
 



 
Figure 5.3 – The dependency of CV on the values of the biophysical correlates of the model parameters. The ff 

parameter has here been translated into ADCeq using also the values of Ds and Df. 
 



 
Figure 5.4 – The plot shows CV versus varying amounts of samples taken at an intermediary mixing time 

(#tm
Mid

). Curves correspond to different values for tm
Mid

. The value of tm
Max

 used was 442 ms. It demonstrates that 

spending time performing measurements at an intermediary mixing time increases CV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.4 – Estimated means (  ) and experimental standard deviation (se) of AXR in the 12 ROI from the test-retest study. RV is the 

relative variance, given by RV = se
2
/ sTOT

2
, where sTOT

2
 is the total variance observed.  CRLB

1/2
 is here the theoretical estimate of se 

given    and the ROI sizes used. 

 cst sin cst dx alic sin alic dx acr sin acr dx genu cc spl cc thal sin thal dx ln sin ln dx 

   0.64 0.60 1.62 1.30 3.32 3.13 0.58 0.23 1.43 1.35 2.00 1.94 

se 0.10 0.11 0.63 0.63 0.70 0.62 0.4 0.12 0.49 0.77 0.90 0.84 

CRLB
1/2

 0.033 0.033 0.054 0.048 0.094 0.094 0.041 0.024 0.037 0.037 0.047 0.047 

RV 34% 47% 68% 90% 31% 60% 67% 68% 49% 99% 68% 73% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.5 –  Group sizes (n) required for a statistical power of 0.8 at a significance level of 0.05, assuming different effect 

sizes where si is the inter-subject variance  estimated from the test on volunteers. Numbers were calculated using the total 

variance observed in those tests, assuming the same experimental settings and the same ROI.  Where n is lower than 10, 

parentheses are included showing the approximate required percentual AXR difference needed for detection. 

n 

∆μ cst sin cst dx 
alic 

sin 

alic 

dx 

acr 

sin 
acr dx genu cc spl cc 

thal 

sin 

thal 

dx 
ln sin ln dx 

1∙si 25 31 51 152 24 40 49 50 32 1001 51 60 

2∙si 
8 

(45%) 

9 

(38%) 
14 39 

7 

(63%) 
11 13 14 9 446 14 16 

3∙si 
4 

(69%) 

5 

(60%) 

7 

(80%) 

18 

 

4 

(93%) 

6 

(48%) 

7 

(145%) 

7 

(108%) 

5 

(95%) 
199 

7 

(137%) 
8 (78%) 

 
Figure 5.5 – Plots showing test vs. retest values of AXR for each of the 12 ROI. The circles represent 

individuals, their x-position the test value of AXR and their y-position the retest value. The blue lines are least 

square fitted regression lines and ccorr is the correlation coefficient between test and retest data for the ROI. 



 
Figure 5.6 – Maps of FA, AXR and both (Composite). The upper row show an example of an original data set, 

while the lower row show data averaged over the 18 individuals, which first were normalized into template space 

(FMRIB58). 
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